
Avoid These 9
Common Mistakes

When Building Your
New Custom Home

Learn to identify and correct these 9
common mistakes most homeowners make
when going through the process of
building their new custom home.
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Building a new home doesn't have to be overwhelming or scary,
the process can be quite satisfying if done correctly.
Let's take a look at 9 of the most common mistakes

homeowners make when building their new custom home and
how to either avoid or correct those mistakes so your

experience can be less stressful, frustrating and horrifying.

Architectura� Desig�, for whe� a� Engineer jus� is�'� enoug�!
http�://dennis�etcherdesignstudi�.co�

Denni� Fletcher Desig� Studi�, LLC
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Mistake #2

Mistake #1

This is a common mistake but can be avoided. Often, people think that a cheaper lot means they can build
more house. They think that they are approved for a certain amount so they will spend it all on the house.

Avoid this line of thinking. First, you will generally get a loan for what
the house appraises at. If you are approved for $300,000, buy a lot
for $25,000 and spend $275,000 on your house, but it only
appraises at $225,000 because the location you purchased in is
cheaper, you are going to be in trouble. (Now, I know that is not how
it generally works, but the potential is there.)

Instead, �nd the lot you like, in an area you will like and spend the
right amount of money to purchase it. The better the lot and
location, the more instant equity your house will have come time to move in.

Starting the process out of order, or prematurely.

Considering price over location.

The worst thing you can do is to design a house when you have not
even found land to build on, or to buy land and you do not even
know if you can build a house, because you have not talked with a
lender and so on.

There is an order to purchasing land and building a custom home.
Going outside of that order creates headaches and issues where they should never be. Find out what the
process is, then follow it. There is always room throughout the process to arrange steps di�erently, but the
process can be relatively smooth if you just work within the steps.

You cannot design the house if you don’t know how big the lot will be and you can’t begin the foundation until
the plans have been approved for permit and so on. Seeking out the professionals to help you along the way
will save you more money than they will cost you.
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Mistake #3
Trying to rush through the design process.

Admit it, you want to see it built, not spend time on the details, right? Most people do and they regret it once
they move in.

“If only we would have addressed the stairs and how they feed directly into the bathroom.”, “How did we not
notice that the refrigerator opens into the stove?”, “Why did we put a window here?”. Yes, dramatically
exaggerated, but you get the point, the details matter greatly!

By going over the plans, you see things that are easily missed. This is your house, you should know how it will
be built before it is started, otherwise, one of these issues could be yours.

Signing o� on the plans means you have spent the time needed to get to know what is in them and you are
happy with where everything is. Can the designer make a mistake? Yes, but that is why you are supposed to
take the time to look the plans over. They have been looking at these plans for a while, you are the fresh eyes
that catch the little things, that allow them to make those �nal corrections, or tweaks to the layout.

If you do not care what you get, purchase a set of plans o� the internet, just pick something and have it built,
but if you want a quality house you will love forever, (or at least for as long as you live there.) spend the
needed time to look it over and discuss it with your designer.
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Taking too long on decisions

Yes, you should spend adequate time on the designs and on the speci�cations, etc., but you also need to
limit the amount of time spent making these decisions.

There are some items that go into your house that may have long lead times, (Takes a long time for it to get
to the jobsite once it has been ordered.) or may rise dramatically in price if not ordered right away. This is just
how it is with materials and you need to be aware of this.

Get to know the products you are asking about prior to asking about them, that will help you a lot, looking at
the pictures will help you visualize it during design. These are your tools to visualize, making it easier not to
second guess yourself.

Mistake #4

The construction schedule is the timeline to build your home, it depends upon
selections being premade during design and depends on you being willing to
make decisions quickly should an issue arise. Every delay can create major
delays in the schedule, causing your house to run over on time and budget,
plus, the aggravation and frustration it will cause you.

Mistake #5
Second Guessing every decision

“Yeah, I wasn’t sure if I should put this here, I erased it several times.”

See how that works? Imagine that with the 275 to 300 decisions you are going to have to make throughout
the process of building your home. Move that wall, try this door, add a window, no, take it away. These add
up.

Look through pictures of other houses. Want to know what a prairie style window grid looks like? Google it,
look at all the pictures, save it to Pinterest, in its own group, that way you can quickly reference it.
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Mistake #6
Purchasing a set of existing plans and trying to make them �t.

Yes, some remodels are going to be the better bet, but sometimes, it just
does not make sense. You end up spending tens of thousands of dollars to
add a deck and a separate room, only to �nd out your house appraised a
few thousand over what it originally appraised at. You actually would lose
money if you chose to sell.

Some remodels, like kitchens and bathrooms, are great to do because the work enhances the house, but
some things just do not make economic sense.

Sometimes, it would be better to sell the current location and by property and build.

Purchasing existing plans is not always a bad thing. If it �ts everything except you
want a few small changes, you may be ok. Just remember, you always need to get
them updated to your local codes, which will be another additional cost.

The alternative, if you are building a custom home is to have several ideas you like
and let the designer do what they do best, design the house. This will take a little
longer, but the end result will be the house you want, designed with you in mind.

There are builders who o�er semi-custom homes, meaning they have some plans, you can make some minor
modi�cations and they build it. They may even say the design is free. It is not. It is rolled into the construction
cost and will be the same as if you used an outside designer.

Bottom line, if you want custom, have ideas, and start from scratch, allowing the designer to help you get
what you want, instead of settling for someone else’s dream.

Mistake #7
Choosing to remodel a house to �t your desires when a custom home would
have been more cost e�ective.
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It just takes something to throw o� your building schedule to start
to incur charges for things not previously accounted for. These
things may be unavoidable, so, having a contingency fund is a
great idea.

We recommend that you have at least 10% of the overall cost to
build put away, either in the builder’s budget, or elsewhere. If you
can put away 20%, even better.

If things are not right, talk to the guy placed in the position of
responsibility, he is the only one who can correct issues.

Building a home can be a stressful endeavor, but it can be easier
on you if you just try to follow these tips.

Remember, this money is not for if something goes wrong, but for when something goes wrong.

Mistake #8
Not having a contingency fund for any overages incurred during the building process.

Yes, it is imperative to have a good plan in place, this includes sound construction documents, detailed
budget and schedule and licensed professionals to put it all together. However, even if everything is perfect,
you may still run into issues that cost you money.

Mistake #9
Homeowners trying to direct the subcontractors.

This mistake is completely avoidable. The subcontractors are not the ones you should be speaking to about
changes, corrections, or anything else. Remember, they are there to do a very speci�c job, so they do not
know how one part may a�ect another. They answer to the foreman, or construction manager, not you. They
get their directions and instructions by the guy/gal running the entire job, so don’t make your life and their job

harder by trying to control what is happening, you are just in the
way, making issues where there shouldn’t be any.
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let us help you start your project right!

Contact us at:

https://dennisfletcherdesignstudio.com/

